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1. Introduction

Consider

and

a

commutative square of ringed spaces,

Cx-Module F. For each n ~ 0 there is a canonical lVT-homomorphism 03B1n(F) : t*Rnf* F R"f*(g*F); it is called the base change
an

~

map if the square is cartesian. We prove that when the square is a cartesian square of schemes, f is a quasi-separated and quasi-compact morphism, t is a flat morphism and F is a quasi-coherent Ox-Module, then
a"(F) is an isomorphism; simultaneously we deduce that the as-Module
R"f* F is quasi-coherent. The principal idea is to work carefully with the
usual spectral sequence of Cech cohomology.
Both the quasi-coherence statement and the flat base change statement are made without proof in (EGA IV, 1.7.21). Both statements are
proved in ([5] VI §2) using the method of hypercoverings developed in
([SGA 4] V ap.). Our proof is at the level of EGA III1.
We include an example showing that the quasi-coherence statement
is false without the assumption that f is quasi-separated and quasi-compact. It was inspired by the example in EGA (I, 6.7.3), which is, however,
incorrect because the statement there that M
Mo holds is false.
We also include the rudiments of the base change map because there is
no adequate discussion in the literature. We use Godement’s approach
[2] to cohomology via the canonical flasque resolution Y·(F) of a sheaf F.
The heart of our discussion is a natural map
G(g* G) ~ g* rc. (G)
for each sheaf G on Y, which is essentially in [6]. Curiously, the bulk of
the theory does not involve the bases S and T.
=

cg(G) :
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2. The map

flasque resolutions

Let X be a ringed space and F an 2022X-Module. Let W°(F) denote the
sheaf of discontinuous sections of F; that is, for each open set U of X, we
have Y°(F)(U) = llXBUFx. Obviously Y°(F) is a flasque sheaf and the
natural map 8(F) : F ~ W’(F) is injective. Let Y1(F) denote the cokernel
of s(F) and define inductively Yn(F) = Y°(Yn(F)) and enl l(F) =
Y1(Yn(F)). Clearly the Yn(F) form a resolution of F, which behaves
functorially in F. It is called the canonical flasque resolution of F and
denoted W* (F).
Let g : Y -+ X be a morphism of ringed spaces and G an OY-Module.
Let x be a point of X and y a point of g-1(x). For each open neighborhood
V of x, there is a natural map from G(g-1(V)) to Gy taking a section to
its germ in Gy; shrinking V, we obtain a map (g* G)x ~ Gy. Varying y,
we obtain a map

Finally varying x in an open set U of X, we obtain a map from rlxeu(g* G)x
to

in other

is
a

a

words,

we

have defined

a

map of sheaves

natural transformation of functors.

Having defined c0g(G), we shall extend it to a map of complexes in
purely formal way. Consider the following diagram with exact rows:

The left hand square is
map z1g(G) : Y1(g*G)

mation.
Define

obviously commutative. Hence there is an induced
~ g*Y1(G). Clearly zg ( - ) is a natural transfor-

inductively cng(G)

as

the

composition,

c0g(Yn(G)) o (zng(G)),
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and zn+1g(G)
commutative

as

z1g(Yn(G))o (z9(G)).

diagram with

Then, for each

n, we have

a

exact rows,

and the compositions in the middle column and right hand column are
cg(G) and zn+1g(G). Taken together, these diagrams show that the maps
g* Yn(G) form a morphism of complexes.
c;( G) :
Let h : Z-+ Y be a second morphism of ringed spaces and H an
Oz-Module. We shall now verify that the diagram of complexes of sheaves,

is commutative. For each x E X,

each y ~ g-1(x) and each z E h-1(y) the

triangle,

is

easily seen to be commutative. Taking products we obtain the formula,

in the case n
0.
We establish formula
=

together by induction

(2.4) and the following formula,

on n.

For n ~ 1

we

have

a

commutative

diagram,
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z0g(G)

with exact rows. If we set Y0(G)
G and
id, then we also
have this diagram for n
0. Assume (2.4) and (2.5) hold for n. Then
the compositions in the left hand column and the middle column are
zn(goh)(H) and cn(goh)(H). Hence the composition in the right hand column
must be
in other words, (2.5) holds for n + 1.
Consider the following diagram of sheaves
=

=

=

zn+1(goh)(H);

The upper triangle is commutative by (2.5), which we are assuming holds
for n, and by the functoriality of W’; the square is commutative by the
and the lower triangle is commutative by (2.4) for n
0.
naturality
Hence (2.4) holds for n + 1. Thus (2.3) is commutative.

of c0g;

3. The natural map

=

h=(F): Hn(X, F) ~ Hn(Y, g*F)

Let g : Y ~ X be a morphism of ringed spaces, F an OX-Module and
p,(F) : F ~ g* g*F the adjoint of the identity map of g*F. Then composing cg(g*F) with rc-(pg(F» we obtain a map of complexes of sheaves,

Applying the functor F(X, -) and taking cohomology, we clearly obtain
a map from Hn(X, F) to Hn(Y, g*F); we shall denote it by hg(F).
For n
0, we obviously have a commutative square,
=

where the vertical maps are induced by e(F) and 8(g* F). For each n, the
map hng(-) is clearly a natural transformation.
Assume g is flat. Then it is easy to verify that a short exact sequence
0 ~ F’ ~ F ~ F" ~ 0 of OX-Modules gives rise to a commutative
diagram with exact rows,
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Hence the H»(Y, g*F) form a cohomological functor in F and the hng
form a morphism of cohomological functors. Moreover since Hn(X, -) is
effaceable for each n &#x3E; 0, the h; form the unique morphism of cohomological functions extending 0393(X, 03C19(F)).
Let h : Z ~ Y be a second morphism of ringed spaces. We shall
identify the functors h*g* and ( g o h)*. Then we have a diagram of
complexes of sheaves,

It follows formally from the theory of adjoints that the composition,

is

equal to

the map,

so, since Y. is a functor, the upper triangle is commutative. The square is
commutative by the naturality of c;. The commutativity of the lower triangle results from (2.3) applied with H (g o h)*F. Applying 0393(X, -) and
taking cohomology, we obtain a commutative diagram,
=

of cohomology groups for each integer n.
Let Y’ denote the ringed space (Y, g-1OX) where g-1 denotes the
(left) adjoint of g* in the category of abelian sheaves. Then since the map
Ux ~ g.(9, can be factored as ax ~ g*g-1OX ~ g*OY, the morphism
g can be factored as Y 1 Y’ 1 X. Now g’ is clearly flat since, for each
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OY’,y is equal to (9x, (Y) (see EGA Oj, 3.7.2)
g’*(F) clearly equal to g-1(F). Hence

y

E

Y, the ring

and in fact

is

unique extension of the canonical map 0393(X, F) ~ 0393(Y, g-1(F))
cohomology. Since g" is the identity map on topological spaces, cg" is
the identity map. Hence

is the
to

is the map induced

by the canonical

map,

Thus h(g-1(F)) and hng’(F) are intrinsic; that is, they do not depend on
the construction of a map like cg. Now the commutativity of (3.2) expresses hg(F) as the composition

In

(EGA OUI’ 12.1.3.5), this formula is taken as the definition
4. The

of

hng(F).

spectral séquence of Cech cohomology

a morphism of ringed spaces and F an (9x-Module.
be
an
open covering of X and set g-1U = (g-1(Ui)).
(Ui)
Let (U, F) denote the Cech complex of F with respect to 011; its formation is clearly functorial in F. Thus applying (U, - ) to 03B8g(F), we
obtain a map of double complexes

Let 9 : Y - X be

Let 011 =

clearly natural in F. Take the H Î-cohomology in (4.1). Since the
Cech cohomology of a flasque sheaf is zero ([2], II. 5.2.3), we obtain
zero in both double complexes for p &#x3E; 0. For p
0, we obtain the map,
It is

=

Thus the map

on

the limits of the

spectral

sequences is

For any sheaf G, let Xn(G) denote the nth cohomology object of
Y(G) in the category of presheaves; thus for each open set U, we have
Xn(G)(U) Hn( U, G). Since the functor G 1-+ (U, G) is exact on the
category of presheaves, taking the HqII-cohomology in (4.1) yields a map
of spectral sequences (starting at the Ei-level),
=
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The Ep,q1-terms (F)) (resp.
are by definition direct products of terms Hq(U, F) (resp. Hq(g-1U, g*F)) where
U is an intersection of (p + 1) members of W. It is evident that the map
is the product of the maps

gF)))

5.
Let f : X ~ S be a
ule. Then Rnf*F is

Quasi-cohérence of Rnf*F

morphism of ringed spaces and F an OX-Modequal to the sheaf associated to the presheaf

UH-Hn(f-1U, F) on S. Moreover, the map,
from the global sections of the presheaf to those of its associated sheaf
is equal to the edge homomorphism of the Leray spectral sequence
HP(S, Rqf*F) ~ Hn(X, F), (see EGA Onh 12.2.5). Assume that S is an
affine scheme and that R"f* F is quasi-coherent. Then the Leray spectral
sequence degenerates by (EGA III, 1.3.1). Therefore (5.1) is an isomorphism in this case. On the other hand, the proof below that, under
suitable hyphoteses, R"f, F is quasi-coherent yields that (5.1) is an iso-

morphism directly.

(5.2) LEMMA. Let A be a ring, X a quasi-separated and quasi-compact
A-scheme, F a quasi-coherent (9x-Module and B aflat A-algebra. Let Y
denote the fibered product X (8) A B and g : Y ~ X the projection. Then for
each integer n ~ 0, the canonical map induced by h"(F),
is

an

isomorphism.

PROOF. The
tive, the map

proof proceeds by induction on n.
h0g(F) is equal to

Since

(3.1) is commuta-

The latter map is an isomorphism by (EGA I, 1.7.7 (i), 6.7.1, and 9.3.3);
alternatively this fact can be proved directly using the ideas in the proof
of (EGA I, 6.7.1 or 9.3.2).
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Assume the assertion holds for each integer q n for some n &#x3E; 0.
Let l% be a finite affine open covering of X and consider the map of spectral sequences,

induced by (4.2).
The term Cl( ôlt,Jeq(F») ~A B(resp. p(g-1 (g*F))) is a finite
direct sum of terms Hq(U, F)(resp. Hq(g-1 U, g*F)) where U is an
0 holds, then both U and
intersection of (p + 1) members of ôlt. If p
&#x3E;
affine.
So
both
are
for q 0,
g-1 U
Hq(U, F) and Hq(g-1 U, g*F) are
zero by (EGA III, 1.3.1). Hence (F)) and q(g*F))
are both zero for each q &#x3E; 0. In order words, we have
=

&#x3E; 0 holds, then since U is quasi-separated and quasi-compact,
n
the map Hq(U, F) QA B ~ Hq(g-1 U, g*F) is an isomorphism for q
~
an
is
for
induction.
Consequently ul,q: Ep,q1 Ff,q
by
isomorphism

If p

each q n.
For r ~ 2, we cannot a priori conclude that up,qr : E:,q ~ Fp,qr is an
isomorphism for each pair (p, q) with q n because we do not have
enough information about the various differentials dp,qr-1. However, we
are going to prove that up,qr is an isomorphism when p + q = n holds for
each r ~ 2 by induction on r.
Assume that up,qr is an isomorphism for all pairs (p, q) with q
((1- r)/r)p + n. (Notice that this implies q n.) Since the slope of each

differential in Ep,qr and Fp,qr is

morphism

for each

(1-r)/r, it follows that up,qr+1 is also an isopair (p, q) with q ((1-r)/r)p+n. In particular,
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up,qr+1 is an isomorphism for each pair (p, q) with q

((-r)/(r+1))p+n.

by induction, up,qr is an isomorphism for each r ~ 1 for each pair
(p, q) with p+q ~ n and q n. However by (5.5), E°’" and F0,nr are both
Hence

for each r ~ 1. Hence the map up,q~ : Ep,q~ ~ Fp,q~ is an isomorphism
n. Since B is flat over A, the functor
for each pair (p, q) with p + q
-(8)A B commutes with cohomology; hence hng(F)# is equal to the map on
the limits of the spectral sequences. Therefore hng(F)# is an isomorphism.
zero

=

(5.6) THEOREM. Let f : X ~ S be a quasi-separated, quasi-compact
morphism of schemes and F a quasi-coherent OX-Module. Then for each
n ~ 0, the sheaf R"f*F is quasi-coherent.
PROOF. The assertion is local on ,S, so we may assume S’ is affine. Set
0393(S’, Os) and let h be an element of A. Then Ah is a flat A-algebra and
the fibered product X (8) A Ah is equal to f-1(Sh). Let g denote the inclusion of f-1(Sh) in X. Then by (5.2), the canonical map,
A

=

isomorphism. Therefore the presheaf defined by Sh ~
Hn(f-1(Sh), F) is a quasi-coherent sheaf by (EGA 1, 1.3.7). However,
Rnf* F is equal to the sheaf associated to this presheaf. Thus, Rnf* F is.
quasi-coherent.
is

an

6. The base

Consider

a

commutative

Then form the

diagram

change

map

of ringed spaces

composition,

where the second arrow is the map (5.1) from the global sections of the
presheaf V 1-+ Hn(f’-1(V), g*F) on T to those of its associated sheaf.
Take an open subset U of S, replace X, Y and T by the inverse images of
U and form the corresponding maps of cohomology groups,

Now, the hg(F) were defined

as the maps of cohomology groups induced
the
of
by maps 0;(F) complexes of sheaves. It is evident that the formation
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of

commutes with restriction. Therefore the formation of

03B8g(F)

(6.2) form

the maps

sheaves,

The
or

we

obtain

hng(F)

a

through the open sets of S,
morphism of presheaves. Passing to associated

a

map

commutes with restriction. Hence

as

U

runs

adjoint of 03B2n(f,f’,t,g, F) with respect to t is denoted 03B1n(f, f’, t, g, F)

an(F)
For n

for short.
=

0,

we

clearly have a commutative diagram,

where the top map is the

adjoint of

with respect to t and the vertical maps are induced by s(F) and s(g*F).
For each n, the map an( - ) is clearly a natural transformation. Assume in
addition that t and g are flat. Then both the t* RJ* F and the Rnf’(g*F)
form cohomological functors in F and it is easy to verify that the
an(F) : t*Rnf*F ~ Rnf’*(g*F) form a morphism of cohomological
functors in F because the hg(F) do. Since t*Rnf* F is effaceable for each
n &#x3E; 0, the an(F) form the unique extension of the adjoint of f*(03C1g(F))
with respect to t to the higher direct images.
Let U be an open subset of S and W its preimage in X. Give each its
induced ringed-space structure. Let i : U ~ S and j : W ~ X denote the
inclusions. Then the (RJ*F)I U and the Rn(fl| W)*(F| W) both form universal cohomological functors in F, and so 03B1n(f, f |W, i, j, F) is the unique
extension of 03B10(f,f|W, i, j, F) to the higher direct images. Now, for each
open subset of W, the map 0393(V, 03C1j(F)) is clearly the identity map of
F(V, F). Hence, by (6.3), 03B10(f,f|W, i, j, F) is an isomorphism. Therefore
its extensions are the isomorphisms

Consider

a

second commutative square of ringed spaces,
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Then the commutativity of (3.2) yields,
the commutativity of the triangle,

Therefore

taking adjoints,

we

by passing to associated sheaves,

obtain the

following

commutative

triangle:

This

triangle
composition.

expresses the

compatibility

of the base

change

map with

open subset of S, and Y an open subset of t-1U, and let
~ S and j : V ~ T denote the inclusions. Then we have i o t’ t o j
where t’ : U ~ V is induced by t. So, applying on the one hand (6.5) to
io t’ and (6.4) to i and on the other hand, (6.5) to to j and (6.4) to j, we
obtain a commutative diagram,
Let U be

an

i: U

=

The horizontal maps are isomorphisms by (6.4).
This diagram expresses the local nature of the base change map;
the restriction of the base change map to an open set V contained in
the preimage of an open set U is equal to the base change map of the
restricted sheaf with respect to the induced map from V to U.

(6.7)

THEOREM. Let f : X ~ S be a quasi-separated, quasi-compact
morphism of schemes and F a quasi-coherent mx-Module. Let t : T -+ S
be a flat morphism of schemes and set Y
Xxs T with projections f’ and
T
to
and
the
X.
Then
base
map,
change
g
=

is

isomorphism,f’or each n ~ 0.
PROOF. By (6.6), the assertion is local
an

sume

S and T are affine. Set A

=

both S and T; so we may asand B F(T, OT). By (5.6), the

on

r(S, as)

=
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sheaves

R"f* F and R"f*(g*F)

are

quasi-coherent.

Therefore the maps

H"(Y, g*F) F(T, Rnf’*(g*F)),
(5.1), Hn(X, F) -+ F(S, R"f* F)
isomorphisms. Hence by (EGA I, 1.7.7(i)), we have F(T, t* R"f*F) =
H"(X, F) (8)A B. Thus 0393(T, a"(F)) is equal to the map,
and

~

are

(5.3) and so it is an isomorphism.

Hence a"(F) is an isomorphism.
could
that
note
the
Alternately
map of stalks, 03B1n(F)03C4,is an isomorit
for
r
E
T
each
is the direct limit of the isomorbecause
phism
point
phisms of (5.3),

of

we

as U runs
the affine

through the affine neighborhoods of t(i)
neighborhoods of i contained in t-1U.

and V runs

through

(6.8)

EXAMPLES. Let k be a field, k[T] a polynomial ring in one varik. Let A denote the subring of 03A0i~Nk[T] consisting of those
sequences (fi) such that f. fn+1 holds for n » 0. Let I denote the ideal
of A consisting of those sequences ( fi) such that fn
0 holds for n » 0.
Set S
Spec (A) and set U S- V (I). Let j : U ~ S denote the inclusion. We shall show that the canonical map,

able

over

=

=

=

=

is not

surjective; thus j*OU is not quasi-coherent.
Let en denote the element of I that coincides with the zero sequence
except for a 1 in the nth place. Clearly, the elements en generate I. So,
u
we have U
Sen. Hence, for any element f ( fi) of A, we have
U m Si = u Sien . Moreover, Alen is clearly equal to k[T]fn. Since
0 holds for n ~ m, we have Sien n Sfem
en · em
~. Therefore, we have
=

=

=

equivalently,

In

=

we

have

particular, for f = 1,

we

have

Clearly F(S, j, (9u) QA Ag consists of all sequences of the form (gi/Tm)
with g~ k[T] and m fixed. On the other hand, the element h
(1/Ti)
is in 0393(Sg, j*OU) and it obviously does not have the form (gi/Tm). Thus
h is not in the image of (6.9).
=
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In the above example, the morphism j is quasi-separated, being an embedding, but it is obviously not quasi-compact. We now construct from
it a morphism u : X --+ S that is quasi-compact but not quasi-separated
such that R1u*OX is not quasi-coherent.
Let S 1 , S2 be two copies of’ S. Let X denote the scheme obtained by identifying Sl and S2 along U. Let u : X ~ S denote the morphism that is
equal to the identity on each Si. Then u is quasi-compact but not quasiseparated (EGA I, 6.3.10). Let ji : Si ~ X, for i 1, 2, and j3 : U ~ X
=

denote the inclusions.
Consider the (augmented)
of X([2], Il, 5.2.1) :

It

Cech resolution of the covering {S1, S2}

yields an exact sequence,

For i

spectral

begins

1, 2, the

=

exact sequence of terms of low

degree

of the

Leray

sequence,

with the exact sequence,

So, since uoji is equal

to the

R1u*(ji*OSi)
r(SI’ as) ~ 0393(U ~ Sf, Os)

identity of S,

we

have

=

0

and u*ji*OSi = Os - Since the maps
are
injective for each f ~ A, it is evident that u*OX = Os holds. Since u o j3
is equal to the inclusion j of U in S, we have u*j3*OU = j*OU. So, (6.10)
is equal to the exact sequence,

Since as
coherent

quasi-coherent, the cokernel of w is quasi(EGA 1’, 2.2.7i). So, since j,, (9u is not quasi-coherent, R1u*OX is
not quasi-coherent.

and OS ~ OS

are
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